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How can woman work in the industry of creativity if this is a world dominated by 

men?(this was how the debate started). This industry is a combination of marketing and 

creativity, ruled by the masculine population, where women represent 3% of the people.  

”It is hard to be a woman and 

work here” some of the guests said, 

but you can do it if you try real hard. 

Martha Stewart, for example, is one of 

the most amazing and outstanding 

women in the world. Besides being 

an American business magnate, media 

personality, a famous author, she is 

also a magazine publisher. Her books 

are sold all over the world. She is a 

strong woman who said: ”I’m 

concentrating in doing the job in front 

of me, the best job I can!”, and she is 

right because she doesn’t want to 

believe in gender discrimination, thus, she believes that any kind of job fits women, as well as 

men. We have to be aware of the fact that women do influence this business (85% of the 

purchases are done by women. Why such a small number of female populations work in this 

sector? 

Carol Lam, Managing Director, Chief Creative Officer - 

McCann Erickson Shanghai, said that in China there is no such thing 

as discrimination in creativity. She adds that you have to stay 

competitive in order to win the right job, moreover, the ego of males 

is like a barrier, ”so that is why being a woman in China is a plus”. 

In comparison with men, women win their place because they have 

less ego, and a higher demand of self actualization. Furthermore, we 

learned that seven years ago, women were the chair persons of many 

of the companies in China, and that now men outnumber women, 

but not significantly. This might be true, but this only applies in the eastern part of the world. 

What will happen in Europe or in America? 

Kimberly Kadlec, Worldwide Vice-President, Global Marketing 

Group - Johnson & Johnson said that she experienced this 

discrimination herself. She said that during her first job, it was for the 

first time when she had seen this unbalanced situation. ” I was staying 

in my desk and all the men left around the same hour eveyday, but the 

women remained at their computers working. After a week I asked why 

are the men leaving, and where? ... My answer, from the boss of the 
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company was that men have a cigar break and women don’t. I was shocked!” She supposes 

that in spite of the fact that women are the most active in the consumer market, people do not 

accept change so easy. Maybe this is a reason behind this discrimination. She presumes that, 

in order to get this kind of job, you have to be very calm about what you want and verbalize it 

to people who can help you throughout this process. 

  

Gail Heimann and Soledad O’Brien also added some interesting 

things and fact about their jobs and woman’s influence there. ”I threw 

out ideas”,” It was hard at the beginning but I managed to get over 

and do the best job”. 

 

The seminar ended with an outburst of laughter when Martha Stewart 

added that family is not a plus but that ” If more money were given to 

the creative jobs, maybe more women would have come”. 

 

So what have we learned? It is true that women are making a remarkable progress, but 

not in creativity. Even though some of them, Martha Stewart, for example, claim that in their 

companies’ discrimination is unheard, and that their team members are employed according to 

their CVs and not according to their gender, in many countries women still face work 

discrimination, especially in creative jobs. “We need diversity in jobs!” was the last statement 

added. 
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